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»TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD«

DISCUSSION ABOUT THE LOCAL ACTIVITIES

Names: Guoda, Karolina, Gabriele, Deimante, 

Neda, Rugile

Škofja Loka, 20th of May 2022



IMPRESSIONS ABOUT THE BOOK

 A black man raped a white girl (racism), but he didn‘t.

 He is still convicted.

 The message of the book is human rights.

 The book sounds interesting and you can learn a lot out of it.

Write down impressions about the book To Kill a Mockingbird…



THEMES IN THE BOOK…

Racism

Human rights

Discrimination

Friendship

Explain which themes in the book have you noticed.



SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES …

 In Slovenia there are a lot of mountains, but in 

Lithuania there are no mountains just small hills.

 In Lithuania the weather is not that warm.

Slovenian old towns are similar to Lithuanian

 Lithuanian plants are very similar to Slovenian.

Compare Slovenia with your country (similarities and differences).

DIFFERENCES

SIMILARITIES



WORKSHOPS…

We liked all workshops, but one of our favorite was
„Don‘t kill the wooden mocking bird‟ becouse we

could try something new and do it  by our selfs. 

We made a simbol of the book.

Introduce a workshop that you liked the most and how was it connected to the book



IMPRESSIONS …

Our group liked staying with Slovenian families. 

They were really nice and friendly and had a 

good humor. Our life are a little bit different, 

becouse slovenian students have a lot of free

time. 

How did you spend your free time with Slovenian families? 

How is their life different from yours?



ILLUSTRATION …
Illustrate one of the moments of your visit in Slovenia…
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A message …

Mes labai pasiilgsime
Slovėnijos!❤

We will miss Slovenia very much!❤

Guoda, Karolina, Gabriele, Deimante, Neda, Rugile

Škofja Loka, 20th of May 2022
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